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What is changed when replenishing to demand?
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Necessary assumptions</th>
<th>When most cash is tied up in inventory and availability is still an issue, improving inventory turns is a client's significant need.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>A decisive competitive edge is gained by providing a &quot;partnership&quot; that delivers superior inventory turns (better availability coupled with substantially reduced inventories), when all other parameters remain the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel assumptions</td>
<td>Switching from a forecast driven mode of operation to a consumption driven mode of operation increases dramatically inventory turns (reduces shortages while reducing inventories).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactic</td>
<td>The Company develops the capabilities to successfully implement with enough clients a “partnership” that is based on supply according to consumption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufficient assumptions</td>
<td>Building a decisive competitive edge is not easy; building the capabilities to capitalize on it is not less difficult. But, sustaining these two elements is the real challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necessary assumptions</td>
<td>Supplying according to consumption requires production and distribution capabilities which most companies do not have (being able to satisfy demand, which is composed mainly of very small quantities, reliably and within a short lead time).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>The company always has, in its warehouses, enough inventory to satisfy immediately any reasonable demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel assumptions</td>
<td>When operations is guided by actual daily consumption rather than batched orders, S-DBR with Pull Distribution (accompanied by their respective Buffer Management) enables operations to provide high availability with relatively low finished goods inventories (while exposing substantial excess capacity).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Tactic | The company implements S-DBR and pull distribution and maintains appropriate inventories in the warehouses. 

*Only when excellent DDP is achieved (on the on-going business), and enough protective capacity is secured, is the green light given to sales to close pilot replenishment deals. Offering replenishment “partnerships” should start much earlier since the lead time to get contracts might be long. Actual delivery should start only when the appropriate warehouses (including plant warehouse) holds the appropriate inventory levels.* |
<p>| Sufficient Assumption | The mentality of eagerly accepting any reasonable order might stand in the way of building a system which is based on a decisive competitive edge. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4:14</th>
<th><strong>Arranging for warehouse(s)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Necessary assumptions** | The longer the replenishment time to the client, the higher are the inventories that the client has to hold and the higher is the risk for shortages.  
Even when production lead-times are shorten they are still significant.  
Many times, transportation time from the plant to the client is significant. |
| **Strategy** | Warehouse(s) are used to enable the replenishment lead-time, to a “partnership,” to be extremely short. |
| **Parallel assumptions** | Holding the right inventories at a warehouse reduces the replenishment time downstream to be only transportation time from the warehouse.  
(A plant warehouse decouples the production lead-time from the transportation lead-time. A regional warehouse decouples the transportation time to the warehouse from the replenishment time to the client). |
<p>| <strong>Tactic</strong> | The company arranges for proper space for the plant warehouse, and if needed secure warehouse space (and handling) in the appropriate regions. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>Viable Vision for a For-Profit Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Strategy** | The Organization is an Ever Flourishing company; continuously and significantly increasing value* to all stakeholders – employees (including suppliers), clients and shareholders (while preventing harm to the world due to its actions or lack of action).  
*increasing value: stability on green curve, growth on red curve. |
| **Parallel assumptions** | • Realizing a Viable Vision (VV) - a jump in profitability while increasing sales exponentially year after year - turns a company into an Ever Flourishing Company.  
• For the Company to achieve the VV, its Throughput must grow (and continue to grow) much faster than Operating Expense.  
• Exhausting the Company's resources and/or taking too high risks severely endangers the chance of achieving the VV. |
| **Tactic** | Build a decisive competitive edge (DCE) and the capabilities to capitalize on it, on big enough markets without exhausting the Company's resources and without taking real risks. |
| **Sufficiency assumptions** | • Since the constraint is management attention, the system must operate according to effective robust and long lasting procedures (the clock).  
• The way to achieve a DCE is by meeting a significant need of the consumer to the extent that no significant competitor can. |
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Key injections

1. Central warehouse
2. Reduce order lead time
3. Replenish frequently
4. Pull replenishment based on consumption, not forecast
5. Buffer management
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